Cadoret, Geneviève and Allan M. Smith. Comparison of the (1952), the topography of the medial wall motor areas of neuronal activity in the SMA and the ventral cingulate cortex dur-the frontal lobe has changed considerably. From the more ing prehension in the monkey. J. Neurophysiol. 77: 153-166, recent maps (Dum and Strick 1991a,b; He et al. 1995; Lup-1997. Two monkeys were trained to use the thumb and forefinger pino et al. 1991, 1993), the medial motor areas include two to lift and hold an instrumented apparatus within a narrow position regions in the medial part of area 6, the SMA and the prewindow for 1 s. The device was equipped to measure the position SMA Matzusaka et al. 1992), and two and the grip and lifting forces exerted by the animal. On blocks regions in the cingulate cortex. The cingulate cortex can be of trials the weight and surface texture could be varied or a forcesubdivided into a rostral cingulate area and a caudal cingupulse perturbation could be systematically delivered 750 ms after late area. The latter can be further subdivided into a ventral the object entered the window. If unopposed, the perturbation would displace the hand from the position window, and in prepara-(CMAv) and a dorsal region (Dum and Strick 1991a,b; tion for this perturbation the monkeys either increased their grip He et al. 1995). The association of these areas with motor force before the perturbation or raised the object higher within the functions is essentially supported by their anatomic projecposition window. Two clearly separated clusters of cells in the tions to the spinal cord and their connections with the primedial wall of the frontal lobe were found to be active in relation mary motor cortex Strick 1991a,b, 1995 Shima et al. 1991 ), the precise role played by these areas proprioceptive stimulation, and 77% (37 of 48) exhibited receptive in motor control remains undefined. In the pre-SMA, activity fields originating from the hand. Intracortical microstimulation apchanges were more frequently observed in response to visual plied to 43 sites in the SMA evoked discrete hand movements at cues and were more time locked to stimuli triggering move-12 loci, whereas in the CMAv hand movements were observed at 8 of 27 sites tested with an average threshold of ú15 mA. A strong ments than in the SMA, where neuronal activity was more similarity was observed between the SMA and CMAv neurons in movement related (Matsuzaka et al. 1992; Tanji 1994) . In their sensorimotor features as well as the modulation of their activ-the cingulate cortex, more neurons demonstrating early preity in relation to the prehension task. In both areas the activity was movement discharge and preferential activity during interpoorly related to grip force and significant correlation with peak nally guided movement were found in the rostral region grip force was observed for only 9 and 7% of the CMAv and than further caudally (Shima et al. 1991) . The functional SMA neurons, respectively. In the SMA only five cells exhibited differences between the medial motor areas have been deincreased activity before the perturbation and in the CMAv no scribed mainly in the rostrocaudal direction for medial area changes in activity were found despite the presence of clear preparatory increases in grip force in anticipation of the perturbation. 6 and for the cingulate cortex. In the present study we wanted The perturbation evoked reflexlike excitation of 38% (25 of 65) to establish a comparison between the region of area 6 of the neurons in the CMAv and 28% (20 of 71) of the cells in known as the SMA and the one of the cingulate motor areas. the SMA; these cells were similar in magnitude and latency (Ç50 The neuronal activities in two caudal medial motor areas: ms) in both areas. In both the SMA and CMAv, most of the the SMA and the CMAv were compared during a prehension neurons increased their firing rate õ200 ms before the grip force task in awake monkeys. Both regions were thought to be onset and the overlap in the distribution of neuronal response times potentially related to grasping because they project to the suggests a parallel activation of the SMA and CMAv neurons cervical segments of the spinal cord (Dum and Strick during the prehension task. 1991a ,b, 1995 Galea and Darian-Smith 1994; He et al. 1995; Hutchins et al. 1988) 
regions in the cingulate cortex. The cingulate cortex can be of trials the weight and surface texture could be varied or a forcesubdivided into a rostral cingulate area and a caudal cingupulse perturbation could be systematically delivered 750 ms after late area. The latter can be further subdivided into a ventral the object entered the window. If unopposed, the perturbation would displace the hand from the position window, and in prepara-(CMAv) and a dorsal region (Dum and Strick 1991a,b;  tion for this perturbation the monkeys either increased their grip He et al. 1995) . The association of these areas with motor force before the perturbation or raised the object higher within the functions is essentially supported by their anatomic projecposition window. Two clearly separated clusters of cells in the tions to the spinal cord and their connections with the primedial wall of the frontal lobe were found to be active in relation mary motor cortex Strick 1991a,b, 1995;  Luppino to the task. One group of cells (n Å 115) was located in the caudal Tokuno and Tanji 1993) . In addition, the discrete and medial part of area 6, in the supplementary motor area (SMA), movements evoked by intracortical microstimulation and the other (n Å 92) was located in the ventral bank of the (ICMS) Matsuzaka et al. 1992 ) and cingulate sulcus (CMAv), in area 23c. In each area, neurons were characterized by their sensorimotor features clearly related to the the changes in the neuronal activity accompanying learned hand in addition to their modulated activity in the task. In the movements (Cadoret and Smith 1995; Matsuzaka et al. SMA, 71% (42 of 59) of the neurons tested for receptive fields 1992; Shima et al. 1991) confirm that these areas participate responded to peripheral and mainly proprioceptive stimulation, and in the neural control of voluntary movement. Despite several 71% of them (30 of 42) received inputs from the hand. In the proposed functional differences (Matsuzaka et al. 1992 ; CMAv, 77% (48 of 62) of the neurons responded to peripheral Shima et al. 1991 ), the precise role played by these areas proprioceptive stimulation, and 77% (37 of 48) exhibited receptive in motor control remains undefined. In the pre-SMA, activity fields originating from the hand. Intracortical microstimulation apchanges were more frequently observed in response to visual plied to 43 sites in the SMA evoked discrete hand movements at cues and were more time locked to stimuli triggering move-12 loci, whereas in the CMAv hand movements were observed at 8 of 27 sites tested with an average threshold of ú15 mA. A strong ments than in the SMA, where neuronal activity was more similarity was observed between the SMA and CMAv neurons in movement related (Matsuzaka et al. 1992; Tanji 1994) . In their sensorimotor features as well as the modulation of their activ-the cingulate cortex, more neurons demonstrating early preity in relation to the prehension task. In both areas the activity was movement discharge and preferential activity during interpoorly related to grip force and significant correlation with peak nally guided movement were found in the rostral region grip force was observed for only 9 and 7% of the CMAv and than further caudally (Shima et al. 1991) . The functional SMA neurons, respectively. In the SMA only five cells exhibited differences between the medial motor areas have been deincreased activity before the perturbation and in the CMAv no scribed mainly in the rostrocaudal direction for medial area changes in activity were found despite the presence of clear preparatory increases in grip force in anticipation of the perturbation. 6 and for the cingulate cortex. In the present study we wanted The perturbation evoked reflexlike excitation of 38% (25 of 65) to establish a comparison between the region of area 6 of the neurons in the CMAv and 28% (20 of 71) of the cells in known as the SMA and the one of the cingulate motor areas. the SMA; these cells were similar in magnitude and latency (Ç50 The neuronal activities in two caudal medial motor areas: ms) in both areas. In both the SMA and CMAv, most of the the SMA and the CMAv were compared during a prehension neurons increased their firing rate õ200 ms before the grip force task in awake monkeys. Both regions were thought to be onset and the overlap in the distribution of neuronal response times potentially related to grasping because they project to the suggests a parallel activation of the SMA and CMAv neurons cervical segments of the spinal cord Strick during the prehension task. 1991a,b, 1995; Galea and Darian-Smith 1994; He et al. 1995; Hutchins et al. 1988 ) and the arm region of the primary I N T R O D U C T I O N motor cortex (Dum and Strick 1991a; Tokuno and Tanji 1993) . Moreover, Dum and Strick (1995) have recently Since the description of the supplementary motor area (SMA) by Penfield and Welch (1951) and Woolsey et al. shown that, like the motor cortex, both the SMA and cingu-one of the monkeys have been presented previously (Cadoret and late motor area appear to establish direct connections with . the spinal motoneurons of the wrist and fingers. Also, a modulation of the neuronal activity during distal movements Apparatus has been reported in each area (Brinkman and Porter 1979; Shima et al. 1991; Smith 1979; Tanji and Kurata 1979; The apparatus used to measure the grasping and lifting forces et al. 1988) .
was similar to that used by Espinoza and Smith (1990) . The monAn essential characteristic of controlled grasping is the keys were required to grasp and lift a metal tab, the weight and use of somatosensory feedback for the appropriate scaling surface texture of which could be varied. Strain gauges measured and coordination of the grasping and lifting forces used in both the horizontal grip force and the vertical lifting or load force object manipulation . These afferents pro-exerted by the animals. A position transducer measured the movement of the object in the vertical axis.
vide information about the physical properties of grasped objects, such as weight, texture, and frictional characteristics, and arise mainly from the cutaneous mechanoreceptors Task in the glabrous skin of the fingers (Johansson and Westling As described previously (Espinoza and Smith 1990 ), monkeys 1984a ,b, 1987 . Previous studies have shown that primary were trained to grasp the object between the thumb and forefinger motor cortex (Picard and Smith 1992a) and cerebellar neu-and to lift the object within a vertical position window between rons (Dugas and Smith 1992; Espinoza and Smith 1990) 12 and 25 mm that was signaled by a 1-kHz tone. The animal was were also very responsive to feedback from the glabrous then required to hold the object stationary for 1 s. Correct responses skin of the hand and consequently were thought to participate were rewarded with apple juice. Once the monkey had released in the sensorimotor integration necessary for efficient grasp-the object at the end of a trial, an intertrial interval of 2 s was imposed before a subsequent trial could be initiated. On separate ing. In the motor cortex, 52% of the neurons with either blocks of trials, a 50-ms downward force-pulse perturbation was cutaneous or proprioceptive receptive fields showed a moduapplied to the object during the stationary holding phase to produce lation of their activity as a function of texture (Picard and a sudden added shear force on the fingers. The force of the perturbaSmith 1992a). To date, the evidence that the SMA and tion varied between 1.5 and 2.0 N. To evoke self-paced preparatory cingulate cortex receive peripheral inputs and participate in responses, this perturbation was invariably delivered 750 ms after sensorimotor integration has been rather uncertain. Although the onset of the tone indicating that the object had entered the these areas are interconnected with the somatosensory cortex position window. For both monkeys the testing procedures began (Dum and Strick 1993; Jones and Powell 1969; Jones et al. with a block of unperturbed control trials, preceding a block of 1978; Morecraft et al. 1987) , several studies failed to report perturbed trials and then followed by a second block of unperturbed any responses in these regions to peripheral stimulation extinction trials.
For some cells, additional testing was conducted with different (Brinkman and Porter 1979; Shima et al. 1991 ; Wise and textures and weights. The three textures employed were polished Tanji 1981). In contrast, other studies have found SMA aluminum, providing a smooth surface; fine-grain sandpaper (no. neurons that receive proprioceptive inputs (Hummelsheim 200) , providing a moderately rough surface; and a coarse-grain Matsuzaka et al. 1992; Smith 1979; Wiesensandpaper (no. 60) , providing the roughest surface texture. For danger et al. 1973) . Moreover, in the present study, we the first monkey, two object weights were used (65 and 115 g), found that a high proportion of neurons with activity related and for the second monkey only the weight of 115 g was used. to grasping in the SMA and in the CMAv also received The perturbations were generally introduced with the 115-g weight peripheral inputs from the hand. and the rough surface condition, but on some occasions different Peripheral information about the physical properties of combinations of texture and weight were tested with the forcegrasped objects facilitates the moment-to-moment adjust-pulse perturbations. ment of grip forces and can also be memorized for subsequent manipulatory actions. When a predictable perturbation Surgical preparation was introduced during steady holding against gravity, monAfter the monkeys had achieved a consistent level of perforkeys (Dugas and Smith 1992) , like humans (Johansson and mance in the grasping task with and without the perturbation Westling 1988; Lacquaniti and Maoli 1989) , developed pre-(¢85% success) they were prepared for chronic single-cell reparatory responses, adjusting the grip forces not only as cordings. Following previously published procedures (Espinoza function of the physical properties of the object, such as and Smith 1990; Evarts 1965) , the monkeys were anesthetized texture and weight, but also in relation to the anticipated with pentobarbital sodium (30 mg/kg) and a circular chamber of magnitude of force-pulse perturbations. Recent studies have 18 mm ID was stereotaxically implanted. shown that SMA neurons play an important role in control-
The localization of the hand region of the ventral cingulate cortex was confirmed by a preliminary mapping study in two anesthetized ling sequential movements on the basis of memorized informonkeys. The chamber was positioned over the midline, at either mation (Tanji 1994; Tanji and Shima 1994) . In the present 15 or 18 mm anterior to the stereotaxic interaural zero, to afford study we used the prehension task with a readily predictable simultaneous access to the medial wall of the frontal lobe and the perturbation to determine whether the SMA and CMAv neufull mediolateral extent of the frontal cingulate sulcus.
rons might also play a role in anticipatory strategies based on the memory of perturbations on previous trials.
Recording procedures
Several days after the monkeys had fully recovered from surgery,
recordings sessions were conducted on a daily basis. The two regions, the SMA and the cingulate sulcus, were explored alternaTwo adolescent male Macaca fascicularis monkeys weighing 4.2 and 4 kg were used in this experiment. Some of the results for tively. Glass-insulated tungsten microelectrodes (0.5-1.5 MV) J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys animal was killed with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium and perfused with saline followed by 10% Formalin. The brain was frozen and 30-mm transverse sections through the medial wall of the frontal lobe and the cingulate sulcus were stained with cresyl violet. The electrode tracks were reconstructed from the lesion coordinates and the neurons were plotted on the unfolded medial cortex, following the example published by Hutchins et al. (1988) . The recorded cells were first localized with respect to the marking coagulations in the coronal plane and then projected onto a line midway between the surface and the gray-white matter border. This line defined the plane for unfolding the different cortical sections and opening the medial wall of the hemisphere, the cingulate sulcus, and the deeper cingulate gyrus (Figs. 2C and 3C).
Statistical analysis
The cellular discharge, the grip and load forces, and the displacement of the object were recorded in blocks of 25-35 trials. Perievent raster displays and perievent time histograms were constructed by aligning the neuronal activity with the movement onset (grip force onset) or the perturbation onset (750 ms after the tone onset). The neuronal activity was judged to be significantly related to the task if the number of discharges during at least two consecutive bins (20 ms) deviated by ú3 SD of the mean value, calculated during a control period of 500 ms preceding the grip onset by 1 s. The onset time of the neuronal activity change was defined from the histogram as the first of three consecutive bins that deviated from the mean value. The same criterion was used to determine the termination of a response and to define the duration of the neuronal response. To determine whether the perturbation, weight, or texture had any significant influence on the neuronal response, the mean firing frequency was calculated on a trial-by-trial basis and compared across conditions with an analysis of variance followed by a Tukey's honestly significant difference test for paired comparisons (P°0.01). For each cell, the relation between the neuronal activity and the grip force exerted by the monkey was tested first on a block of unperturbed trials. For the phasic cells associated with the dynamic phase of the grip task, a correlation coefficient was calculated between the mean firing frequency of the cell and the peak grip force developed during the dynamic phase. For the tonic cells, active during the static phase The neuronal response to the perturbation was analyzed in two cingulate sulcus, ventral bank; CgSd, cingulate sulcus, dorsal bank.
ways. First, the responses following the perturbation were measured by averaging the cell activity for each trial over a 150-ms period before and after the perturbation, and a t-test (P°0.01) were inserted through the dura into the brain with a hydraulic microdrive attached to an X -Y micropositioner. The cell search was performed comparing the mean firing frequency during these two periods. To analyze the neuronal response before the perturbaand the isolation procedures were conducted while the animal performed the grasping task. If a cell was judged to be task related tion (the preperturbation responses), the mean firing frequency during a period of 500 ms preceding the perturbation was compared on the basis of inspection of the activity raster, the neuronal discharge was recorded in different conditions. After data collection, with the mean firing frequency for the same period in the unperturbed condition. the cells were examined to identify their receptive fields, and the responses to ICMS at the recording site were tested. ICMS was performed with a 100-ms train of 0.2-ms cathodal pulses delivered R E S U L T S at 300 Hz through a constant-current isolation unit. The maximum intensity applied was 50 mA. Cutaneous receptive fields on the Identification of the cells glabrous skin were tested by stroking the fingers and palm with a small soft camel hair brush or by applying slight skin indentations A total of 207 neurons was recorded in the medial wall with a small blunt probe. Proprioceptive receptive fields were iden-of the frontal lobe and in the cingulate sulcus in two montified by passively moving the hand or digits around different joints keys. Of these, 115 cells were located in the SMA (42 in when the monkey was as quiescent and relaxed as possible. monkey 1, 73 in monkey 2) and 92 cells were located in the CMAv (in monkey 2). The histological localization and the Histological analysis and reconstruction of recording sites input-output properties of the cingulate neurons have been previously published (Cadoret and Smith 1995) , and these
To confirm the localization of the recorded cells, six electrolytic data will only be described in comparison with the SMA lesions were made by passing direct current through the recording microelectrode (20 mA, 20 s). At the end of the experiment, the neurons. 
Identification of cingulate cells
sented later, we assumed that the recorded neurons were effectively in the SMA and not the pre-SMA described by Task-related cingulate neurons were recorded in the ven- Matsuzaka et al. (1992) . Figures 2B and 3B represent the tral bank of the cingulate cortex, at the rostral limit of the mediolateral extent of the penetrations in the cortex. In both area 23c. Of these neurons, 62 neurons were tested for re-monkeys, the deeper and more medial part of the medial ceptive fields and 37 cells received input from the hand. As wall was not explored. described in Fig. 1 , the majority of these cells (29 of 37) INPUT-OUTPUT PROPERTIES. The sensorimotor features of the received proprioceptive input (14 cells were activated by recorded neurons in the SMA were very similar to those of thumb movements and 15 cells were related to displacement CMAv neurons. Half of the cells (59 of 115) in the SMA of the other fingers); only 8 cells demonstrated cutaneous were tested for receptive fields and 71% of them could be receptive fields on the glabrous skin of the hand. Brief wrist identified as related to the upper limb. From the 42 armor finger movements could be evoked by ICMS in 10 of related cells, 30 received input from the hand whereas 12 27 sites. For seven of these responses the threshold varied others were instead related to the arm or wrist. These neurons between 15 and 40 mA.
are included in Figs. 2C and 3C, which represent the proximodistal arm representation in the SMA. The hand representation in the SMA is displayed in the unfolded maps in Identification of SMA cells
Figs. 2D and 3D. As indicated on these maps, hand-related LOCALIZATION. The localization of the recording sites was neurons and task-related neurons were found throughout the estimated from the histological examination of the coagula-entire depth of the medial wall. Most of the hand-related tion points and the evidence of tracks in the cortex. As neurons in the SMA received proprioceptive inputs. Sixteen indicated in Figs ICMS was applied at 43 recording sites and evoked upper receiving proprioceptive inputs from the finger muscles, showing this modulation of activity during the release phase. limb movements at 25 loci. At 12 sites, movements were limited to the fingers, whereas at 13 sites ICMS evoked No differences in the onset times of the neuronal responses were observed between the two areas. The distributions of movements of the wrist or arm. For 10 of the responses, the threshold varied between 20 and 40 mA, whereas for 11 onset times of both activated cells and cells related specifically to the hand overlapped considerably (Fig. 6) . In other responses the threshold was õ20 mA. For six cells, a clear correspondence between the afferent inputs and the muscular studies of SMA and cingulate neurons, the responses preceding movement onset by Ç500 ms were used to distinguish response to the ICMS could be observed.
between short-and long-lead neurons (Okano and Tanji 1987; Shima et al. 1991) . According to this criterion, most Firing patterns of discharge of the cells recorded in this study were short-lead neurons (71% in the CMAv and 77% in the SMA). Most task-related cingulate and SMA neurons fired phasically before the grip force onset (Fig. 4) . The main difference observed between the two areas was a higher proportion Relation to the prehensile force of phasic-tonic neurons (18.3%) in the SMA than in the ventral cingulate cortex (7.6%). In both areas, additional
In a previous study, Smith ( 1979 ) found that the activity of SMA neurons was not as clearly related to grip force patterns of discharge were also observed. For example, ramplike increases of discharge, or complex modulations as the activity of cells in the motor cortex. Of 61 cells demonstrating reliable changes in firing frequency during involving increases and decreases in activity, were observed in a small proportion of cells.
the performance of the maintained precision grip, only 2 neurons increased their discharge with increased finger In the SMA, 22% (25 of 115) of the neurons demonstrated a significant change in activity during the release phase, force and no modulation was observed to be related to the mean rate of force change. In the present experiment, compared with 33% (32 of 92) of the neurons in the CMAv (Cadoret and Smith 1995) . Most frequently this release ac-although the grip task was slightly different, we again found only a low incidence of activity modulation in the tivity began with the grip force decrease. 
Responses to the perturbation
The effects of perturbation were tested for 71% (65 of 92) of the cells in the CMAv and 62% (71 of 115) in the SMA.
Postperturbation effects
The force-pulse perturbation during the object holding evoked a reflexlike response in the finger muscles with a latency of 30-50 ms in the primate (Dugas and Smith 1992) . This muscular activation resulted in an increase of the grip force that peaked 50-100 ms after the stimulus. In the present study, an increase of the grip force was observed for 97% of the blocks of trials tested during the recording of CMAv neurons and 96% of the blocks during the recording of SMA cells. The mean onset of the postperturbation with the 115-g weight and the rough surface was 44.36 { 11.73 (SE) ms and the latency peak was at 116.73 { 15.48 ms.
The force pulse evoked a significant change in the neuronal activity time locked to the perturbation onset in 25 of 65 cells (38%) in the CMAv and in 20 of 71 neurons (28%) in the SMA. Table 1 compares the responses to the perturbation in both areas as a function of the input properties of the neurons. In each area, most of the cells responded to the perturbation with an increase in activity. Only a small number of neurons that were tonically active during the static phase exhibited an inhibition of the activity after the perturbation. As suggested for the motor cortex (Picard and Smith 1992b), this decrease in activity in the SMA and in the CMAv might correspond to an unloading of muscle spindles. Although representing only a small proportion overall, the neurons receiving cutaneous inputs appeared to respond more readily to the perturbation than neurons receiving proprioceptive input.
MAGNITUDE OF NEURONAL RESPONSES. The magnitude of the neuronal response to the perturbation was defined as the absolute value of the difference between the peak of the FIG . 4. Distribution of the discharge patterns in the supplementary motor area (SMA) (n Å 115) and in the ventral cingulate cortex ( n Å 92). postperturbation neuronal activity (150 ms poststimulus) and the mean background preperturbation activity (150 ms prestimulus). On average, the magnitude of the responses was similar between the CMAv (67.68 { 44.2 spikes/s) phasic neurons in the CMAv and 81 phasic cells in the SMA, only 6 cells in each area demonstrated a significant and the SMA ( 75.2 { 51 spikes/s). In the cingulate cortex, in which six cutaneous cells were tested with the perturbation relation between the mean firing frequency and the peak grip force. Of 8 tonic neurons in the cingulate cortex and compared with nine proprioceptive cells, the mean amplitude of the reflex response was significantly higher for the pro-11 tonic ones in the SMA, only 1 cell in each area exhibited a significant relation between the mean firing fre-prioceptive cells (73.8 { 49 spikes/s) than for cutaneous neurons (52.33 { 12 spikes/s). In each area, additional quency of the cell and the mean grip force. In the SMA, six cells were further tested with different weights but testing with different weights and textures during the perturbation was conducted for some responsive cells. Figure 7 only one cell, which received proprioceptive input from the thumb muscles, demonstrated a weight effect, and that illustrates one of these cells recorded in the CMAv. This cutaneous cell was particularly interesting because it was was associated with an inverse or negative relation with the grip force. more sensitive to brushing the skin with a camel hair brush (i.e., tangential slip) than to simple pressure indenting the In both areas some effect of the texture of the grasped surface was observed. Of 13 cells tested in the SMA, 6 skin. Although the response to the perturbation with the rough surface was very small in this neuron, the perturbation demonstrated a change in activity with a change in texture, whereas in the cingulate cortex, 4 of 6 neurons demonstrated with the smooth surface evoked a much greater response, probably because of greater slip between the fingers. This a texture effect. For most of the cells in both areas, these effects of texture were dissociated from the changes in grip effect of texture on the neuronal response is illustrated in Fig. 8 . A significant relation was found between the mean force.
J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG . 5. Mean firing frequency of 2 neurons, 1 from the SMA and the other from the ventral cingulate cortex, showing an increase of activity at the beginning of the task and during the release phase. Top traces: mean grip force profiles. On the left the cellular discharge is aligned on the grip force onset; on the right the firing rate is aligned on the beginning of the grip force decrease. Both neurons receive proprioceptive inputs. The SMA cell was excited by stretching the finger extensor muscles, whereas the cingulate neuron was excited by stretching the finger flexors muscles. RF, receptive field.
firing frequency of the cell 150 ms after the perturbation and RESPONSE LATENCY. When the neuronal responses to the perturbation were sufficiently abrupt (in 15 units in the SMA the slip of the object estimated from the velocity of the test object. For two of three cells, identified as receiving and in 22 units in the CMAv), the response latencies were determined from the peristimulus histograms centered on the proprioceptive input, an increase in the tangential force of the perturbation induced an increase of the reflex response. perturbation onset (binwidth 5.0 ms). As indicated in Fig.   FIG . 6 . Distribution of neuronal response onset times with respect to the grip onset in the ventral cingulate cortex and the SMA. The histograms at left represent all the cells with activity changes in relation to the grip task, whereas in the histograms at right only the cells defined as hand related by their sensorimotor features are included.
J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys (7) as significant if the mean grip force on perturbed trials exceeded Values in parentheses are percentages. SMA, supplementary motor area. the mean grip force on control trials by ú2 SD. The onset of the grip force increase was defined as the point at which the mean grip force on perturbed and unperturbed trials diverged 9, the distribution of the latencies was similar in both regions. In the CMAv 86% of the neurons responded to the by 2 SD. As shown in Fig. 10B , the onset of the anticipatory perturbation with a delay of 50-55 ms, compared with 57% grip increase varied between 110 and 970 ms before the perturin the SMA.
bation and the magnitude of the grip increase corresponded to 6-115% of the force used on unperturbed trials. In general, the increased grip force strategy was used more often than the Preperturbation effects position strategy. Table 2 summarizes the occurrence of these strategies associated with recording from the cingulate area and Of the neurons tested with the perturbation, 61 in the SMA and 48 in the CMAv were recorded while the monkeys SMA in both monkeys. These preparatory changes in position and grip were in-between the mean firing frequency and the mean grip force during the preparatory period did not reveal any significant fluenced by the weight of the object and the force of the perturbation, but not by changes in texture. In one monkey, relation. Furthermore, when the perturbation was tested with a heavier object weight, the preparatory grip force increased anticipatory strategies were tested with two object weights (65 and 115 g). Whereas the position strategy was fre-but not the neuronal activity. For three of the five anticipatory cells the increase of neuronal activity before the perturquently used with the 115-g weight, with the lighter weight no difference in position was observed between the perturbed bation was associated with a short inhibition time locked to the onset of the perturbation. For one of the anticipatory and the unperturbed trials. The anticipatory grip increase before the perturbation occurred later and the monkey gener-cells, a relationship between the increase of the neuronal activity before the perturbation and the timing of the perturated less grip force with the 65-g weight compared with the 115-g weight. In the second monkey, two force-pulse bation was observed. Three delays of perturbation were tested (400, 600, and 900 ms). The delayed onset of the perturbations were tested (1.5 and 2 N). The increase in the pulse magnitude increased the probability of a preparatory perturbation was associated with greater anticipatory activity in the cell (Fig. 12) . position change. Figure 10C illustrates two series of five conditions, including three control conditions and two perIn the cingulate cortex, no evidence of preparatory change of activity was observed, although the animal displayed clear turbed conditions with two pulse magnitudes. With the stronger force-pulse perturbation, the mean position in the anticipatory behavior during recording of 48 of the 65 cells tested. window was higher than with the weaker perturbation. Also, when the perturbation was more forceful, the anticipatory grip force increase occurred earlier and the monkey gener-D I S C U S S I O N ated more force (Fig. 10D) .
Hand representation in the SMA and in the CMAv DISSOCIATION BETWEEN THE PREPARATORY BEHAVIOR AND THE NEURONAL RESPONSES. Despite these anticipatory stratThe present study provided a comparison of the neuronal activity in two medial motor areas, the SMA and the CMAv, egies, only five cells in the SMA demonstrated a change in neuronal activity before the actual perturbation. Figure 11 during performance of a prehension task in monkeys. Neurons either with receptive fields on the hand or with activity shows one of these cells, which increased its firing rate before the perturbation onset. This cell, whose activity was modulation during grasping were found in both medial motor areas. One group was located in the medial interhemispheric time locked to the grip force onset, appeared to receive input from the palmar interossei muscles. As for the other cells, cortex of area 6 and was identified as the hand region of the SMA Mitz and Wise 1987) , whereas the significance of this increase in neuronal activity before the perturbation is rather difficult to define. In the case of the other group occupying the lateral CMAv (Cadoret and Smith 1995) was thought to represent the hand region of the neuron illustrated in Fig. 11 , the change in the neuronal activity preceding the perturbation was not related to the the CMAv (Dum and Strick 1991a,b; He et al. 1995) or area 24d . In the cingulate cortex, the grip force exerted by the monkey. A correlation calculated J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys proprioceptive inputs than cutaneous afferents. The discharge patterns during grasping and lifting were relatively similar. From the distribution of the onset times of activity, it appeared that neurons in both regions were recruited at about the same time during performance of the task. Most cells could be considered as short-lead neurons because they changed their activity within much less than the 500 ms before movement onset reported by Okano and Tanji (1987) in the SMA. During a key press task, in a self-paced condition, Okano and Tanji reported that 73% of the SMA neurons exhibited a short-lead activity change. In contrast, in the CMAv, we found more short-lead neurons (71%) than the 47.6% observed by Shima et al. (1991) . However, this difference in the proportions is probably due to different populations of neurons. Shima et al. (1991) included in the posterior cingulate cortex the neurons from the dorsal and the CMAv, whereas in the present study all neurons were recorded in the CMAv. This similar temporal relationship between SMA and CMAv neurons suggests a parallel activation of these areas in prehension.
The similarity between the SMA and the CMAv should not be construed to imply that these medial cortical motor areas are functionally homogeneous. For example, a difference between the two groups of neurons was found in the proportion of phasic-tonic neurons. In the SMA Ç20% of cells discharged in a phasic-tonic pattern, similar to the motor cortex neurons (from Picard and Smith 1992a), whereas in the CMAv this proportion comprised only Ç8%. Although this difference might be influenced by the cell sampling during data collection, it might also reflect a functional difference between the SMA and the CMAv. SMA neurons might therefore be more involved in tonic grasping and holding, whereas CMAv neurons may be more concerned with the phasic grasping and releasing. 
Sensorimotor integration
Although SMA and CMAv neurons demonstrated clearly grasp-related cells were tightly clustered. In contrast, in the modulated activity in relation to the task, there appeared to SMA, grip-related cells were more dispersed throughout the be no clear correlation between discharge frequency and the depth of the medial wall.
force of the precision grip, although in humans a correlation Although the distal representation was dominant in each was found between cerebral blood flow and finger forces in area, proximal-arm-related cells were sometimes found inthe posterior part of SMA and in the dorsal bank of the termingled with distal ones. All the proximal arm cells were posterior cingulate sulcus (Dettmers et al. 1995) . Picard and encountered in the search for hand-related cells, although Smith (1992a) found that the activity of Ç40% of the motor these were not mapped systematically. For this reason, it is cortical units with proprioceptive receptive fields was corredifficult from our results to estimate the magnitude of proxilated with pinch force, whereas in the present study the mal-distal overlap in the arm representation in the SMA and neurons in both the SMA and CMAv were poorly related to CMAv. The presence of these proximal cells among distal the grip force magnitude, even though both regions demonones can be interpreted as either a unique characteristic of strated responses restricted to the distal intrinsic muscles of the somatotopographic organization of the SMA and the the hand by ICMS. However, the thresholds to evoke motor cingulate regions Mitz and Wise 1987;  responses were most frequently ú15 mA (Hummelsheim et Tokuno and Tanji 1993) or simply as the result of an overal. 1986b; ) and the train duration was lapping zone between the proximal and distal arm represen-ú30-40 ms. This suggests that the corticospinal efferents tations (He et al. 1995) .
from the SMA and CMAv neurons are either less numerous or less efficient than those from area 4 motor cortex neurons Similarities between the SMA and the CMAv (Picard and Smith 1992a). Fewer medial wall motor area neurons received cutaneous The examination of the input-output properties of the cells and the comparison of the neuronal activity during the grasp-input compared with motor cortex cells, although some of these neurons showed activity changes in relation to the ing task revealed a strong similarity between these two groups of neurons. In both regions, neurons received more grasped surface texture or demonstrated vigorous responses J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys to the slip of the object between the fingers. The small num-input for both the perception of movement and position (Gandevia et al. 1990 (Gandevia et al. , 1992 , the SMA and the CMAv ber of cutaneous neurons seems to indicate that SMA and CMAv are less implicated in the modulation of the grip neurons with somatosensory receptive fields may be more involved in relaying feedback signals from hand muscles forces based on the cutaneous feedback. SMA and CMAv neurons received essentially sensory inputs from the muscle during prehension than in initiating motor strategies based on expectancy. These latter functions may be performed by and tendon afferents. Given the importance of proprioceptive the more rostral motor areas of the medial wall. 11 . Mean discharge frequency of 1 SMA neuron whose activity increased in relation to the preparatory grip force increase. The mean object displacement, load force, and grip force traces are superimposed for the 1st control (thin lines), perturbed (medium lines), and 2nd control (thick lines) conditions. tions of a hand-held object are probably controlled, at least Preparatory responses in part, by the motor cortex (Picard and Smith 1992b). A The introduction of a predictable perturbation during the mechanical disturbance applied to the wrist is known to precision grip triggered anticipatory responses in both monevoke, in the primary motor cortex, pyramidal tract neuron keys. These preparatory responses consisted of increasing responses at a minimal latency of 25 ms and non-pyramidal the grip force and raising the object to a higher position tract neuron responses at 15 ms (Evarts 1973) . These latenbefore the perturbation onset. These two strategies were cies are short enough to assume that these neurons participate complementary and both reduced the probability of an error in hand muscle electromyogram responses beginning at 35 in which either the object would slip from the hand or the ms. Compared with these latencies, the responsive neurons hand would be displaced from the window. Johansson and in the SMA and in the cingulate cortex discharged later and Westling (1988) reported that anticipatory grip force inseemed less likely to have contributed directly to the muscucreases were modulated as a function of the weight and the lar responses to the perturbation. Lesion studies have sugtexture of the grasped object in human subjects. In the presgested that the SMA, and possibly also the cingulate cortex, ent experiment a modulation of the anticipatory strategy was might be involved in cutaneous prehensile reflexes such as also observed with different object weights or perturbation forced grasping (Penfield and Welch 1951; Ritcher and forces but not with different textures. It is probable that in Hines 1934; Smith et al. 1981) . It has been reported that the present task the static holding phase was not long enough when the medial part of the frontal lobe is ablated, cutaneous to observe variations influenced by the changes in texture, stimulation of the glabrous skin of the hand can evoke a or the changes in friction were not great enough to affect grasping reflex (i.e., forced grasping) that can be augmented the anticipatory responses. by the stretching the finger flexor muscles (Rushworth and Denny Brown 1959) . Moreover, as suggested by Goldberg It seems reasonable to assume that the anticipatory responses were triggered from memory, because no specific et al. (1981) , neurons in these medial regions might be more involved in the modulation of the reflex excitability of M1 stimuli in the task were used to alert the animal of an impending perturbation. The only available cues were derived neurons rather than participating in the production of grip force directly (Hummelsheim et al. 1986a ; Wiesendanger et from the experience obtained from the first trial. Subsequently each trial served as a memory trace for the sucal. 1973; Wise and Tanji 1981) .
J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys were well defined and separated by static postural phases. The transitions between the different phases of the present lifting and holding task were indistinct and overlapping and might have been organized as a movement sequence fused into a single act in these overtrained monkeys. Further research might profitably address this issue.
by Tanji and Shima ( 1994 ) , the limits of each movement J488-6 / 9k0b$$ja45 08-13-97 17:56:03 neupa LP-Neurophys
